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Between 1907 and 1914, 12 states passed eugenic sterilization laws.
As Paul A. Lombardo details so well in Three Generations, No Imbeciles, enactment of
these statutes was driven by a realtively small number of lawmakers, self-promoting
policy enthusiasts and a new class of bureaucrats, the directors of institutions for the
“feebleminded.” These men, and they were all men, worked diligently and with few
expressed doubts to overcome legal and cultural objections to coercive “asexualization”
by positioning sterilization of the “socially inadequate” as an hygienic necessity no more
violent than immunization.
By 1914, nearly a decade and a half after the rediscovery of Mendel’s work, and at least a
year before studies at the Morgan lab and elsewhere challenged the efficacy of any
eugenics program, the threat to progress represented by unmanaged reproduction was
difficult to dispute.
But the eugenicists’ simple focus on ideal types and individual traits had its challengers.

After authoring Biology (1912), an innovative college level textbook, microbiologist and
Wesleyan professor Herbert William Conn turned his attention to the grander task of
subsuming eugenics within a broader and more social evolutionary ideology.
In Social Heredity and Social Evolution: The Other Side of Eugenics (1914) Conn wrote,
“Eugenics is pointing out to us in no unclear light that, whatever may be its social value,
the family organization as it exists to-day, at least, in modern civilization, is not adapted
for breeding the best type of men.”
Conn, a proud family man, was sure this was wrong.
“This testimony of science,” he wrote, “is another attempt to overthrow the force which
has been the guiding principle in civilization” (Conn 144). Natural selection, according
to Conn, did not need shoring up, as eugenics suggested, in order for evolutionary
progress to continue. Conn suggested that evolution in humans had entered a new
phase, one centered not on the individual, but on the family.
Progress according to Conn was driven not by the struggle of individual against
individual, but by the struggle between egoism, or an individual’s struggle for survival,
and altruism, or the struggle of families to survive.

Echoing Peter Kropotikin’s critique of Spencerian survival of the fittest-based
ideologies, Conn suggested eugenics represented a loss of faith in the evolutionary
power of altruism. Since the family, and not the organism, was the unit of selection,
individuals could make a positive impact on the evolution of the species regardless of
whether they produced offspring or not. He believed that an understanding of social
evolution countered the depressing conclusions of science. “[A] result of the recognition
of the significance of social heredity is to restore to us the feeling of individual
responsibility, which Weismann’s theory of heredity and the discussion of eugenics have
tended to destroy” (324).

But as critical as he was of eugenics, Conn accepted the frame of progress, as well as the
casual racism of his day. From within this paradigm he had to show how his ideas
inevitably led to the emergence and maintenance of a superior white race.
Conn accepted the commonly held belief in the Asian origin of his WASP stock. In fact,
he framed the struggles of the Aryan race (his label) as it migrated out of Asia, across
Europe and on to America in even more heroic terms than “out of Asia” cheerleaders
like climatic determinist Ellsworth Huntington (see Civilization and Climate). Speaking
of his own ancestors, Conn wrote, “They fought their way. Defeat was annihilation and
courage was their only virtue” (167). Unlike Huntington, Conn did not attribute the
“progress” of this his race to the vagaries of the weather, but to the tension between the
“a tendency toward centralization” and pragmatic individualism. How Conn defined his
terms and described this history was quite unique.
Conn claimed that Far Eastern societies, such as China, were patriarchal, while Aryan
societies were communistic. While the energy that drove racial progress was, according
to Huntington, generated by stormy weather, for Conn, this energy came form the
friction of individualism rubbing against a natural tendency toward centralization.
Patriarchal societies generated no such friction. Consequently, according to Conn, “[the]
patriarchal system produced sluggishness of the people and stagnation of the race.”
“Communism,” with its supposed natural resistance to centralization, “made the people
restless and produced a race overflowing with activity” (170). Communistic
individualism had worked over the centuries in perfect balance to centralization. It was
only after the Aryan race fully evolved that the benefits of centralization could be safely
and productively embraced. According to Conn, this explained how the societies of the
West were in his day advancing so rapidly relative to those of the East. “The
fundamental reason for Aryan civilization is that their communal system first developed
the man, and when, in recent centuries, centralization made its way into this race, there
could arise a society of highly developed individuals” (196)
To advance his ideas, Conn was obliged to challenge the belief that character was
biological and largely fixed at birth. He advanced the idea that the social environment

was more important to character development. But, having accepted the baseline
premises that motivated the eugenicists, that evolution was inevitably progressive, his
arguments led to logical contradictions.s.
Invoking the names of families that would serve as examples for eugenicists of poor and
good “stock” for nearly a half century – the Jukes, Kallikaks, and Edwardses – Conn,
suggested that a person’s character was not fixed from conception. But he was forced to
pull his punches.
If the children of the Jukes or Callicax (sic) families could have been reared in the
families of the Edwardses, and the children of the Edwards family reared under
the conditions of vice and criminality surrounding the Jukes family, what would
have been the result? No one, of course, can answer such a question; but it is safe
to say that there would not have been as many criminals in the Jukes family nor
as many college presidents or other men of note in the Edwards family (295).
Though Conn states, “no one, of course, can answer such a question,” he did not go so
far as to suggest that the difference between the Jukes and Edwardses was entirely
environmental. Just two sentences prior Conn wrote, “It is claimed by those who have
studied the life of the lower classes that at least three out of every ten criminals might
have been saved by simply changing the conditions of their lives” (294).
Environment, it seems, was responsible in Conn’s conception for about one-third of a
person’s expressed character. And when Conn moved from questions of class to
questions of race, any notion of relativism went completely by the wayside:
The child of the savage, even at birth, is not just the same as the child of the
European, and while we must admit that the same individual brought up under
different conditions would develop a different type or morality, it is no less true
that the raw material out of which the moral nature is developed varies in
different races of men (295).
Neatly summing up the ideas of racial hierarchy, recapitulation, and “race children,” key

evolutionary concepts associated with Lewis Henry Morgan, Ernst Haeckel, and G.
Stanley Hall, Conn wrote:
There is a great difference between the mental process animals and of man; there
is an equal difference between the mental processes of the babe and the man who
grows from the babe. But just as there is no break between the mind of the child
and the adult, so there seems no break between the mental actions of the highly
developed animal and the human being (67).
This quote highlights the extent to which Conn embraced the idea that human races
were more than just variations within a species, but were in fact separate species (an
entirely common view at the time). Though Conn did extend some “relativistic charity”
to the lower classes of his own race, the demand for evidence in support his ideas of
evolutionary progress drove him to fully embrace Morgan’s cultural hierarchy and
hearsay stories of remote “savage” races. It was critical to Conn’s argument that cultural
evolution could be shown to have proceeded in a smooth and progressive fashion. This
demand drove Conn to strongly promote the idea that the so-called “savage races”
represented a link between the lower animals and full-fledged human beings. Conn
wrote, “The lowest type of the human family, as exhibited by savages, and hence
probably by primitive man, is perhaps only a slight advance over that found among
some animals like birds” (148).
Conn’s writings demonstrate just how dependent popular applied evolutionary theories
were on myths of progress, and how nearly impossible it was to express a race-neutral or
class-neutral critique from within this paradigm.
Herbert William Conn died in 1917.
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